[COUNCIL.]
Council's amendment:Add the following new clause:-" Clause 15Section 19 of the principal Act is hereby
atided by striking out "thirty-two" and
inserting "thirty-three" in lieu thereof.
The MINISTER FOR LAN~DS: The object of the amendment is to extend the operations of the Bill for another year. It
has been found necessary to carry on this
legislation after February next, when the
existing Act expires, and so this amendment
has been inserted in the Council. I mnoveThat the :umendnicnt be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Coucil's
amiendment agreed to and a message accordingly returned to the Council.

health, (b) medical, (c Factories and Shops
Act, (d) Mines Regulation Act? 2, What
proportion of this expenditure is estinia ted
to be the coat of safeguarding employees
against accident and injury to health in each
ease? 3, What other Government expenditure can justly be charged to the same purpose?
The
-MINISTER FOR
COUNTRY
WATER SUPPLIES replied: 1, (a) Public
Health, £24,778; (b) Medical, £182,534; (e)
Factories and Shops, £5,911 12s. 10d.; (ci)
Mines Regulation Act, £6,320 3s. 2d, 2,
(a) Public Health, nil; (b) Mfedical,. nil;
(t) Factories and Shops, nil; (d) MNines.
3. This
Regulation Act, £t4,078 3s. l1d.
would mean the preparation of a return and
the b-mount involved would be small.

ADJOlURNMENT-SPECIAL.
The PREMIER: I moveThat the House at its rising adjourn until
Tuesday, the 7th July,
Question put and passed.
House adjourned at 8.56 psn.

BILLr-FIREARMXS AND GUNS.
Read a third time and returned to the
Assembly with amendments.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT took the
Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read prayers.
QUESTION-ADMflCSTRATION
COSTS.
To Safeguard Employees.
lRon. Hi. SEDDON asked the Minister
for Country Water Supplies: 1, What was
the cost of administration during the year
ended 30th June, 1930, for (a) public

RON.
SIR WILLIAM LATHLA1N
(Mletropolitan-Suburban) (4.35]: 1 desire
to make a personal explanation.
In the
course of my remarks yesterday I inadvertently stated that I understood the insurance companies had withdrawn their offer
to make a reduction of 30 per cent. in premniums owing to the fact that another place
had increased the limit of remuneration to
qualify a worker for benefits under the
Measure from £400 to £500. I find that I
was in error in making the statement, and
that the offer of the insurance companies
still stands.
Hon. J. Nicholson: Provided the measure
is the same.
Hon. Sir WILLIAM1 LATHELAIN: Yes,.
I should like to quote the following letter:The offer, which was published. in the Press
recently, is as follows, and still holds good:"dThe Assnciated Insurance Companies state
that if the Bill is amended to enable them to
undertake, in colAetition with the fund, the
business they have accepted under the existing Act, and the Bill (insofar as it relates
to the compensation payable to the worker)
as originally presented to) the Legislative Asisentby, is enaicted, they are prepared to reduce
the rates at present charged for indemnity undbr the existing Act by the equivalent of an
all-round 30 per cent."
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Hion. G3.Fraser: They were converted to
that
way of thinking in the intervening
Debate resumled from the previous day.
years.
HON. H. SEDDON (North-East) [4.37]:
Hon. HE.SIEDDON:- If that is so the LaIn dealing with this Bill, one naturally ob- bour Party should be congratulated upon
serves that it involves some startling deparhaving convinced the Nationalists of the
tures and that the amendments constitute anL need for adopting a principle for which the
appreciable advance on existing legislation. Labour Party stand. If the Labour Party
I think the House will agree with me that
can attain the goal of a State monopoly of
the proposals demand very serious consideraemployers' liability insurance, they will have
tion. Before I commit myself definitely as
made a notable advance towards attaining
to whether I shall support the BiUl or not, the objective to which they are pledged, and
I wish to ask the Minister certain questions, any tactical advantage that might be gained
and I can assure him that the replies will by criticising the Bill would he far overhave to be convincing in order to overcome shadowed by getting the principle admitted
the serious objections T have to the Bill. by this House. When the Labour Party enIt is quite possible that the Bil might
deavoured to get a State Insurance Office
involve unforeseen results.
One would
established, this House on two different ochave thought that when the Government
casions most emphatically opposed the prointroduced anl amendment of the Work- ject. The State Insurance Office is realy
ers'
Compensation
Act,
they
would operating illegally, in that it has been eshave proposed certain amendments thait
tablished in direct defiance of this House.
are long overdue, hut this point has been
The present Government are aetually asking this House, not only to go back on its
ignored, while there have been introduced
certain proposals -which can only be re- decision and legalise the State Insurance
garded, coming from the party they do, as Office in so far as it is now illegal, hut to,
exceedingly startling and certainly con- go much further by establishing a State
trary to the accepted view of the policy of monopoly of employers' liability insurance.
that party. I consider the Bill both prema- Last December the Government had to withture and inadequate-premature insofar as stand heavy stonewalling in another place
certain aspects involved in constituting -such in order to obtain the right to sell existing
a fund have not been taken into consideratrading concerns without first obtaining the
tion, arid inadequate because the measure sanction of Parliament. Only after a long
does not meet certain long-desired amend- drawn out and weary battle did they sucments to the Workers' Compensation Act. ceed in their desire, but having then sucOne cannot fail to he impressed with the ceeded, they propose to follow up their
peculiar turn that the debate has taken.
suess by establishing a State monopoly.
Some members who have announced that Such an extraordinary departure from the
they would oppose the Bill have advanced
policy pronouncements of their party dearguments strongly in favour of it, while mnands a much more complete explanation
other members who feel compelled to supin support of this Bill than has been given
port tbe Bill have advanced arguments,
by the Minister.
One might well ask
most of 'which were a severe criticism of the whether the reasons advanced by the MinBill. There is also the political viewpoint. ister are adequate to justify such a sudden
Here is a measure that embodies one of the chaqnge of policy. I am inclined to wonder
most cherished ideals of the Labour Party, whether other reasons may not be advanced
that would be equally cogent and that might
a very important feature of their platform,
the nationalisation of finance. Here is a possibly outweigh anly advantages to be
proposal to establish not only a State in- gained from the passing of this measure.
surance office but a State monopoly of The M1inister indicated that this Rouse
workers' compensation insurance, one of the would have an opportunity to assist in revery things that the Labour Party for years ducing the cost to industry of this type of
have been frying to achieve, something that insurance by a matter of £150,000 per anHe also assured us that the proMr. McCallum, when he introduced the num.
measure of 1924-25, did not endeavour to visions for compensation to the worker and
force upon the public. It has been left to his employer who insures him represent an
a Nationalist Government to make that pro- additional advantage to be gained from the
Bill. Are these the only reasons why the
posal in this Bill.

tCOITNOCIL.1
Bill has been introduced, and are they the
only advantages to be gained from it? One
cannot help asking whether the financial
embarrassment Of the Government had anything to do with its introduction, particularly when this Bill is such a big departure from the accepted political faith of
the party in power. This Bill -will involve
a sum amounting to something like £400.000
a year.
Hon. Sir Edward Wittenoom: The Government are not embarrassed. They do not
want any suggestions for economy.
Hon. H. SEDDON: That may, or may
not be the ease. One of the reasons adlvanced by the 'Minister was that the Bill
would effect considerable economies, to' the
general public.
There is another reason
which might be taken into consideration by
an embarrassed Giovernmnent, namely, that
the £400,000 involved would naturally come
into the fund and this fund would be under
the co'~trol of the Treasury. Subelause 3
of Clause 10 provides that Government serrants shall preserve the privileges they enjoy under the Public Service Act if they
are employed by this insurance departm-r't.
This is a definite indication that it shall be
regarded as a Government institution, an I
that its revenues- shall be within the control
of the Treasury. People who know anything about Government flinance know I int.
the collections made by Government servants are paid into the nearest hank, anud
Tie.";
thence into the Treasury accounts.
are, therefore, handled subsequently by the
Treasurer. The provision that the funds
shall be paid into the Treasury is a further
indication that the sum of £400,000-it inty
he more or less-will be available to the
Treasurer, seeing that it will come under
There is a
the heading of trust funds.
further provision that these funds arc to
be appropriated by Parliament, and that
all contributions shall be paid into the fund.
Government servants will naturally collect
the premiums. I take it this fund will be
free from rates and taxes. I undersb-n'l
the Government are prepared to eonsidrthe question of vacating the field of insurIf the
ance if this fund is established.
fund is estalished, I see no reason whm
they should not do this, because the fund
will enable them to perform all the fauctions; now performed by the State Insurance
Office. I do not want my remarks to he
taken as a condemnation of Government -

snrance. Before passing from the question
of trust funds, I should ]ike for a momnent
to refer to the summnarised balance sheets
and the cash transactions of the Governmeat of Western Australia as at the 31st
ML
arch, 1981.
Members will find in the
summary such items iii debit as the following:-The General Loan Fund is shown in
debit to the extent of £3,046,000; the Consolidate Revenue Fund is shown in debit to
the extent of £4,895,000. There have been
advances to the Treanurer amounting- to
£599,000, and remittances have been, made
to London amiounting to £112,000. An item,
cash in hand, £449,000 is also shown. On
the other side of the balance sheet there
are entries which may be of interest. There
are suims under the headings of Sinking
Fund, Insurance Fund, Agricultural Batik
Purchase, Group Settlement Reserve. Soldier Settlement Scheme Rebates, and State
Savings, Batik items, which appear on the
other side of the lbalance sheet also, but
I am quoting themi because they are trust
funds. "We have on that side of the ledger
the fact that the Government hanve received
from the London arid Westminster Bank
£667,000; it shows that debentures in London amount to £1,435,000; Treasury bonds
in London amount to £713,000;
Treasury
bonds in Australia amount to £694,000; and
the general hank account shows £437,560.
I am quoting these items as it will be seen
by members that these accounts have
been overdrawn, arid are set against
certain item., that are in credit.
It
is a desirable thing that this additional
trust fund should be placed at the disposal
of the Treasurer, in the bands of a Government or of Governments which are
likely to be financially embarrassed for some
time to come? The fund would naturally
have associated with it certain very strong
cash reserves which should he immediately
available should there he a sudden demnand
upon01 them.
Ron. J. Nlicholson: One would be an offset against the other.
lion, H. SEDDOX: Such a demand might
come along at the tiie. when the Government
were being pressed in other directions, and
when these cash resources were being
strained to the utmost. Under these conditions seeing- that overdraft facilities have
been availed of to the utmost, in the event
of a sudden demand being made for payments under the Workers;' Compensation
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AR, w"hat position would the Government
find themselves in should such a state of
affairs exist? There is a very strong arguwnent. in favour of Government insurance.
In placing the ease before the House I want
to gi6ve full recoggnition to that aspect.
W~orkers' compensation. insurance is purely
a field of insurance created by the Government. It was legislation iii the first instance
-which placed the responsibility upon the
emp~loyers to pay for accidents to employees,
or compensation in the event of death.
Legislation also forced upon employers the
necessity for safeguarding their employees.
Despite the answers by the Mlinister to may
questions this afternoon, I cannot ignore the
fact that quite a large proportion of the cost
of the inspection that takes place under the
headings I referred to is incurred by reason
of the necessity for the Government policing
certain Acts on the statute-book in order to
saifegunard the health of, and save from accidlent, the employees in various industries.
In the circumstances, 1 say that before a
Bill was brought down establishing an. insiirance fund, these aspects should have
been taken into consideration. Despite the
answers to my questions, there must be a
certain amount of expenditure under the
heading of public health which concerns the
health of employees in shops and factories.
One has only to examine the Shops, and
Factories Act to see that conditions are laid
down providing that the health of the ect~ployees shall be safeguarded. To say that
none of tire 0ost of public health is to be
attributed to safeguarding the health and
limbs of employees is to ignore an important
aspect of the question. One may' refer not
only to public health but to medical services,
factories and shops, and the 'Mines Regulation Act. We have one inspector at Kalgoorlie whose timie is entirely employed in
seeing that the ventilation conditions of the
mines are beig properly attended to.
Hon. Sir William tatilain :The sanme
thing is dlone in regard to shops.
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nient contemplate establishing a fund which
shall take care of and control workers' compensation expenditure, these other items
should constitute a legitimate charge against
such fund. If the Government are desirous
of relieving industry of the cost of workers'
compensation insurance, surely it is only
right and proper that the hoard, which will
control the fund, should also control the in,speetoriol staff which would enforce this
legislation. That cost should be taken into
consideration, and seine clause should be
draftedi to provide for its being wade a
charge upon the fund. There is no doubt
that were such a revolutionary change made
inl

Government administration, it is possble

that such departments working together
under the control of the board might effect
considerable economies in the cost of safeguarding the health of employees and saving
them freom accidents. That is one of the
desirable features of workers' compensation.
To the extent that this is not provided for,
the Bill is premature. That position should
have been taken into consideration before
any provision was made for a workers' cornpensation fund. There has been a tremiendous amount of propaganda. in the older
countries in regard to the protection afforded
to employees in workshops. The means that
are instituted, and the methods of instruction
and illustrations that ore placed before the
emlployees, are of a most elaborate character.
The idea of the employer is naturally
prompted by a desire to reduce the charges
upon his institution, that may call upon
him to protect the health of his employees
and save them from accident. That being
the case, it is surely reasonable to suggest
that if the proposed board be given control1
of this field of Government activity, they
must take into consideration the cost of
such policing in fixing the rates for workers'
compensation. It is obvious that an employer who takes precautions to safeguard
the health of his employees and to prevenit
them from accident, is entitled to a better
rate
of insurance than the man who neglects
Hon. If, SEL)DON: It is being done inl
connection with shops and factories, and yet his duties and simply lives up to the bare
we arc. told that none of the expense associ- reqitrements provided by the law. Under
ated with the administration of these de- existing conditions, however, both men have
partnieats ean lie attributed to the cost of to pay the same rate of insurance, whether
safeguarding the health of tlhe employee. In or not one employer is mnore conscientiouis
11Y opinion a considerable amouint of the and more regardful of his duties towards hisz
taxation that is imposed upon the people is men than is another.
so imposed in order that the departments
Hon. Sir William Lathlain: And what
ily he efficiently operated. 'If the Govern- about fire insurance?
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Ron. H. SEDD)ON: If it is good enough
f or the State to have a fund to provide for
efficient fire equipment-to such fund three
parties contribute, namely, the fire insurance
companies, the Government, and the local
authorities--surely when the Government
are drafting a Bill to cover workers compensation, they should also take into consideration the responsibility of the various
activities that arc concerned in workers'
compensation. Another criticism, and as I
think a legitimate criticism, which might be
fairly advanced against the State Insurance
Office, is that such an office undoubtedly
is open to serious restrictions. When speaking on tile question of State insurance some
time ago, I said there were strong arguments
iii its favour.
At that time I was much
predisposed in favour of it. But I pointed
out that insurance companies, Operaitinig as
they do in various countries, thereby not
only spread their risks hut also their funds;
so that should there be a disaster in any
particular country, they can draw upon their
resources in other fields of operations to
meet any charges coming upon them. One
can welt understand that a State Insurance
Office covering the risks of coal minig, and
encountering, let us assume by way of illustration, ,uch, an accident as happened in
New South Wales some years ag-o involving
the loss of the lives of 500 men, would find
itself faced with such a sudden demand for
cash as to create a critical situation in timjes
like the present. There is also the question

companies spread their investments over all
nations reaching the standard of safety, that
is necessarily demanded by comnpanies of
that description.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I
wouild remnind tile lion. mnember that it is
not incumbent upon any member to reply
to interjcctions.
Hon. H. SEDDON: That, Sir, may be at
real advantage sometimes.
Sir Edward Wit tenooi:
Perhaps the
hionm.memnber cannot reply.
Hon. H. SEDDON: In considering the
question of establishing the insurance fund
at the Treasury, may I suggest an amendment for consideration?
We might pass
this Bill for the establishment of such a
fund with a proviso that the measure wvill
come into operation after the Government
have balanced their Budget.
lion. J. Nicholson: A. splendid idea! I
ought to be welcomed by the Minister.
Hon. H. SEDDON: An advantage arising
from the proviso would be that -we would
be completely reassured as to the Government's capacity to handle trust funds if
they achieved such a desirable result,
thereby showing that they were to be
trusted with an income of this large
amount comning to their hands every year.
I wish briefly to refer to the insurance
side of the question. -Reference has been
made to the State Insurance Office, and the
tables placed before lion. members show the
of the investments Of insurance companies,. results of that office, to which I shall allude
later. At present I desire to draw attenAt present insurance comnpanfies, as T say,
tion to the eomapnlsor ' clause of the Bill.
spread their investments, and if the securiUnder the previous Bill there was to be
ties of one country depreciate so seriously
that realisation of them would involve heavy, compulsory insurance, and a penalty was
provided in cases where action to inisure
loss, such companies -would he able to sel
was not taken by the employer. Unforthe securities of other countries and meet
tunately, there have been more ins tances
demands without encountering such loss as
than due in which the employer baa neglecwould result at tile present time from selling
ted to effect insurance; and I know of at
Austraiban bonds.
Hon. Sir Edward Wittenoom: 'Where have least one case where, after a inan had died
as the result of an accident, his relatives
Lloyds invested their funds?
found that the employer had neglected to
Hon. H. SEDDON: I understand that
insutre, and that as he was a man of straw
Lloyds, like other insurance companies, have there ?was :no chance of obtaining any4
various classes of investment in vrfous
thiing in the way of compensation from
countries.
him. This Bill re-enacts the compulsory
Hon. Sir Edward Wittenoom: Have they
clause, and provides. for the making of
any- in Australia?
returns by the employer in that connecHon. H. SEDDON: The lion. member is
tion. Our experience with regard to inasking me to speak for Loyds. I can only come tax assessments, however, is such
speak from general knowledge of the in-_ that we cannot be by any means certain
surance situation when I say that insurance
that all employers; will take the trouble to
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render returns under the Bill. In fact, our
experience in that direction indicates
rather the re'-erse. There is every indication that many persons wvho should justly
pay income tax are escaping their responsiilities.
'Under this insurance scheme,
too, I can quite imagine numerous employers, eqpecially those whose are in embarrassed
circumistances, trying to evade their respomi bili ties in the way of making returns,
hoping- that luck will stick to then find
that they will escape this charge.
Mdoreover there is, unfortunately, in the minds
of the general public an attitude of antagonism to paying anything to the Government if they can possibly avoid it.
That attitude will not be in any way modified by the penalty which the Bill provides.
The Minister for Country Water Supplies: You referred to an employer who
was a man of straw. In that ease the employee would he covered under the Bill.
Hon. H. SEDDON: Exactly.
Hon. G. W. Miles: Who would pay for
itl
Hon. ff. SETIDON: The Bill puts a premium on dishonesty to the extent that if
an employer manages to evade his contribution to the fund be escapes responsibility. and that if anything happens to
one of his employees, the employer is simply
fined £50, if he cannot pay the compensaktion. The compensation will then have to
he paid by other contributors to the fund.
Hon. J. Nicholson: If the department
found the employer had not the money,
they would not go to the expense of either
suing or prosecuting him.
Hon. H. SEDDON: From that aspect
the penalty imposed by the Bill on the employer does not meet- the case. I would
sgetthat a penalty be introduced here
which would make the employer anxious to
pay. Just by way of suggestion, again, I
offer the idea that if we made the penalty
that the temployee could claim double
wages after the first week unless the employer showed him the receipt for workers' compensation insurance, it might have
a marked effect.
Won. E. H1. Harris: Then the union secretaries would police the payment of premiums to the Government.
Hon. H. SEDDON: It is quite probable that they would. The Bill is going to
create a state of affairs in which the employee will find it to his advantage to
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see that he is insured, whilst under the present system he frequently goes along glad
to get a job, and is rather anxious to know
whether the employer will tolerate his askbiig the perfectly justifiable question as to
insurance. If the employee could refer the
matter to his union secretary, and if the
employer knew lie was liable to this penalty
in the event of his not taking the necessary
precaution, the situation would be better.
Hon. V. Hamersley: The diffiulty is to
find employers.
Hon. H. SEDD ON: One cannot face the
present situation without realising that
miany men out of employment are only too
anxious to do anything at all that will
bring them remuneration and thus help
theni to meet their responsibilities.
HRon. G. WV. Miles: If they arc allowed.
to workl1
HTon. H. SEDDON: That is another
aspect I wish to dala with before passing
from this point. The fund demnands payI
ments from all classes of employers.
take it that farmers will be included under
that heading. The present situation is that
in a good many cases the farmer has had to
have his rent suspended and also his interest suspended.
The Government have
had to undertake either to suspend those
payments or to meet them for the farmer.
If he is unable to meet those charges, I
suppose he will be unable to meet insurance
charges. Therefore, I take it, the Government will have to be responsible either for
suspending insurance payments by the
farmer, or for finding the necessary funds
to enable him to make them. In the circumstances it is possible that the income
from this source will not be as large as the
Minister leads us to expect.
The Minister for Country Water Supplies: You are assuming that employees
should not be protected?
Hon. H, SEDDON: I am not discussing
the question of protection of employees at
all, T am simply discussing the question
of contributions to the f und by employers;
and I am indicating that where the farmer
is unable to pay his insurance premium
under the scheme, the Government will
be responsible either for meeting that
contribution, or for any charges which
may come upon the fund through the
employees of the farmer suffering accidents,
Hlon. G3.W. Miles: 'The Government will
assess the other employers, instead of the
payment coming out of general taxation.

[COUNCIL.]
Hon. H. SEDD ON: Now I wish to pass
to the point of the constitution of the fund.
The constitution is, as I have said, distinctly a monopoly. Under the Bill as it
has been placed before us, there is no provision whereby insurance companies will
carry on this class of insurance. The constitution, therefore, will possess all the disadvantages of a monopoly.
From that
aspect I should like the MI-iniste;, when replying, to indicate whether he considers it
sound practice to establishi a monopoly, and
a Government monopoly at that, in any
field of activity. This monopoly is to collect premiums at fixed rates, and rates entirely unencumbered by competition. There
is also a clense which provides that if the
monopoly makes a mistake for the year, it
Canl issue a Second rate. Thus an employer
may find himself assessed twice over as reg~ards the rate.
Hon. J. Nicholson: Yes; and the action
can be repeated twice or thrice.
Hon, ff. SEDDON: It appears to me
that the Bill constitutes a monopoly with
all the factors making for inefficiency.
After all, is there any worse cause for deterioration in any institution than that of
making it a monopoly?
Tables showing
the operations of the State Insurance Office
have been placed before hon. members, aind
also tables showing the operations of the
insurance companies.
These tables are
certainly enlightening. A very good ease
indeed has been made out for the State Insurance Office as regards cost of administration, which in the ease of that office is
very low indeed. In introducing the Bill the
Minister indicated that there might be a considerable increase in the cost of operation,
and I think we may take it that the forecast
is correct. But it appears to me that certain factors have not been taken into consideration in the compiling of the tables.
At the present time, insurance companies
dealing with accident insurance cannot
wind up their accident business during the
year in which the premium is paid. The
way iii which the thing works out is this:
assuming that a company issues an insurance policy, obviously the company is liable
in respect of that policy during the 12
months of its currency. Under the Third
Schedule to the Workers' Compensation Act
a company also takes on the liability for
12 months prior to the date of the insurance.
Obviously, under the provisions of the Bill
the employer is liable during any tie 12

months prior to the date of the accident.
The Third Schedule claims are dealt with
as accident payments.
Ass3uming that. a
policy were taken out on the 1st January,
the company have to accept responsibility
for the full 12 months.
If an accident
occurred on the 31st December of that year,
a considerable tine would elapse before the
claim was completed. The circumstances surrounding the accident may involve litigation. The company would be debarred from
finalising their accounts for that particular
The ease would have to be fought
year.
out and a decision finally arrived at. It
could easily be that 12 months after the
accident occurred, the company would only
then be in a position to finalise their figures
in regard to the previous year's business.
As a mntter of fact, that would mean that
it would he in the third year that the company would be able to say what results had
attended the operations for a given year
I want to know whether the State Insurance
Office, in compiling the figures that have
been placed before us, allowed for any such
contingency.
Hon. G. WtfMiles: Of course they did not.
Ron. H1. SEDD ON: If not, I do not think
the figures can be regarded as quite fair.
On the other hand, if allowances were inade
for the contingency I have indicated, tben
the figures go a considerable wvay towards
substantiating the claim that the State office
can compete -with outside insurance companies. Another important phiase relates to
the revision of the rate book. The Bill provides for that, and I think it is important
and offers considerable possibilities, with the
proviso that the -revising authority should
not he directly concerned in the class of
business be is dealing with. Obviously, if he
is, the position regarding rates will be
materially affected by his direct interes ts. There is a strong- argument indeed
for
the
establishment
of
a board
that would undertake that task; and from
that point of view, the Government
have introduced a principle that is worthy
of careful investigation by the House. I
understand that - the method adopted in
-revising the insurance -rate hook is that the
work is undertaken by the insurance underwriters in the light of their experience,
and the rates are varied accordingly. One
can well imagine a board constituted with
the Government Actuary on it, having, all
the necessary data made available and
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being required to revise the rates from
time to time, could materially control the
cost of insurance under the Employers'
Liability Act and the Workers' Conipensation Act. I say that, and add the proviso
that the Government Actuary must be
given the necessary time and assistance to
allow of the work being properly carried
out. Governments come and go, and Governments may be confronted -with varying
conditions of finance. Unfortunately some
Government's ideas of economy amount
simply to parsimony. Anyone who knows
anything about political control of Government activities is aware that a staff
may be seriously starved in carrying out
their tasks.
Ron. Sir Edward Wittenoom: D)o they
ever go in for extravagance?
Hon. H. SEDDON: Officers may be desirous of carrying out their duties property, but arc hampered with routine work
when they should be free to undertake
It is quite
duties in a higher capacity.
possible, in those circumstances, that a
Government might seriously embarrass
their employees, and therefore the Government Actuary, who is in charge of this
class of work, may not find adequate time
at his disposal for the work of revising the
insurance rate book, which covers some
hundreds of quotations. Then again, inspectors will have to be appointed to see
that employers comply with the provisions
of the Act, and that will represent an additional cost to the fund. M v conviction
is that the best results in the field of comnmercial activity are obtained by free competition. Had the Bill been drawn up so
as to permit the insurance companies to
quote for all classes of insurance business,
the board to exercise more or less the
function of a policing authority, with material results to be anticipated in the reduced cost of insurane;s the Government
would have been more justified in placing
such a measure before the House. Free
competition is the soul of business.
A
very considerable accusation lies against
the insurance companies if the assertion
that they are not prepared to quote for
all elasses of business, is correct. If the
companies are to demand the right of free
competition, it is obvious that they, on
their side, must be prepared to quote freely
for all classes of business offering. Unless that condition exists, it must militate
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against their claim that they should participate in this class of insurance. It has
been alleged that there is more or less of
a ring in connection with insurance business. On the other hand, I am given to
understand there is oue company, not ineluded within that ring, undertaking insurance risks. The State Insurauce Office
quotes rates considerably lower than those
fixed by the insurance companies. In those
circumstances, I can quite imagine, if there
we-re free competition among the companies, any substantial company registered
in accordance with the law and having the
necessary funds at their disposal, should
be allowed to quote for insurance risks. I
think we would conserve the -interests of
all concerned best if we secured that free
competition and got rid of the suggestion
for a monopoly. There is one other phase
that has been referred to. It has been said
that frequently the workers have been
guilty of exploiting the fund. My experience of the worker is that he is Just like
any other type of man. You will find just
ais mnany conscientious men amtong the
workers as you wvill in any other section
of the community. To make a broad assertion that employees generally have engaged in exploiting the fund would be as
unjust as if -we were broadly to claim that
all employers sought to evade their responsibilities towards their employees. There
is one possibility that we must hear in
mind, and it is that a man may submit a
claim arisilig out of n accident he has
sustained. Being a member of a friendly
society, he mar receive payments from that
body.
That is a position that has long
been recognised, and it is time it was yemedied. It is obviously unfair that a man
should be able to claim from half a dozen
sources at the one time. It is within the
power of the Government to amend the
Bill to obviate such a position. Reference
has been made to the position of some
medical men and hospitals, the sug gestion being that they too have ex-z
ploited the fund. I have before me a statemerit that T will disclose to the House. It
shows the way in which compensation payinents have been distributed in some instances. and, in the light of such results,
we can readily understand the attitude
adopted by the insurance companies when
they have claimed that they have been exploited. I will relate the position arising
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out of an accident in which three men-i4
shall not give names, but shall refer to thema
ais "A," "B' and "C"-were injured in an
explosion through the bursting of a lamp.
Th'le cost to the company proved interesting.
In "A's" case, the doctor received £9 12s.
8d., the hospital £10 7s., and the patient
£10! . InI "B's" ease the doctor received
Ul 2 s. 8d., the hospital £13 16s., and the
patient £5 7s. in "Cl's" case, which was a
more serions one, the doctor received £0
2s. 2d., the hospital £51 s. Od., aln( the
patient ' 22 10s.
Hon. F. H. Harris: In the instances you
have quoted, were tile hospitals those in
wthich the medical men thvlnelves were interested ?
lion. 1H. SEDI)ON: I amn not ii' a po'.ition to -ay just now whether that was the
position.
It will he seen that in the instances I have quoted, the total amnount involved wa; £175 11s., of which the doctors
received £C60 17s. 6d., the hospitals £75 6s.
6id., and the patients £C38 7s., or 21.6 per
tent, of' the total amount paid. If -we regard thos.e eases as typical. is it to he wondered at that the insurance c-ompanies, when
approachied by the M1iniister, made use of
fble expre-sion that they had been mercilessir exiloited by the medical profession?
The Minister for Country 'Water Supplies: Then you will support the Bill?
Hon. H. SEDDON, I have pointed out
instances in which the medical profession,
to use a vulgarism, have slugged +be insuranice companies, and that the board proposed to he set up conid dleal effectively
with such a state of affairs. That being so.
that phase justifies lion, members giving it
serious consideration.
Froin that standpoint, the Government have established a
sotind oqase in favouir of the estalblishmnit
of the boared, even though their case for the
setting up of a Government monopoly is
not quite so sound. To lead p)oinlt to time
sig-rificont-e of time fig-ures I have oluoted,may I narrate aI short story to hon. mneatbers?! A man was working on a buildiug
when a brick fell from the roof and struck
him on the head. He wvas seriously Incapacitated. but after hie had recovered, hetook action to secure compensation for the
injuries: received. He wveut to his lawyer
who took the case into court, and recovered
£1510 for his client. When the muan wrent to
secure a ettlenient, hle received £80 in. full
payment.

Roll, J. Nicholson: Are you quite sure
that that is correct
Hon. Hi. SEDDON: I am telling the
story. OIn making n protest, the man was
assured that it was right. He protested
ag-ainst. the unequal distribution of the proceeds, and said to the lawyer, "I wonder
who got that brick; you or IV" Applying
that story to the figures I have related, I
ant jost wondering who secured the best
return-the patients who received 21.6 per
cent., the doctor or the hospital.
lon. J1. Nicholson: There are some interesting tables that could be used as iliustrations.
Hin. Ii. S-ED])ON: That story has a
dlirect applicatioii to claims that are made
Ly injured workers under existing condifioict. Onu the other hand it is argued that
the miiirhcl profession are no more entitled to be called upon to do work in
the vansc of charity than any other person, It is ar-gued, too, that hospitals that
rilder a public service are entitled to
e-onlpctisation for work done for patients
f-overed by the Workers7 Compensation Act.
From that point of view I can readily
realise that a board, constituted as the proposed board will be, would render valuable
s-ervice to the community in adjudicating as
to what would he a fair thing to pay in the
case of actidejits and claims, and would conduct considerable organising -work in regard
to diealing with various forms of medical
treatmnent. The Bill provides that the board
s-hall fis rates. III other words this is a
distinct formn of price-fixing.
Price-fixing:
has not been recognised as au inmixed hlpe sing by the commercial conumunity, either
here or in tlhe other States. There Is that
aspect of the case to be considered when
cotistitutiog suchi a, hoard; for after all their
fixing of the rates will he a form of pricefixing of the rates will be a form of priceously considered when such powers are to
be given to the board. The State is in this
position, that owing to certain forms of insurance at present being undertaken by the
State office, T cannot see how it can be suggested that we should abandon State insurance. In that connection I wish to refer
to the risks in the Third Schedule. There
has been a good deal of controversy regarding the refusal of the insurance companies
to quote for Third Schedule risks. I should
like to make a little review of the position
which has exis.ted between the Governmeut
n thep one hand and the insurance comn-
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ponies on the other. When workers' compensation inisurance was made compulsory
the then Minister endeavoured to get the
companies to quote for Third Schedule
risks. particularly in point of miners'
phithisis. The companies asked for certain
data, and have since contended that that
data was not supplied. Naturally then they
took up the attitude that it was impossible
to make any quotation unless they had available all the necessary data on which to base
their- asses-nieuts. That position might well
be revised at the present time, since we now
have five years' experience of the operations
of the laboratory at Kalgoorlie. As aresult
of those operations there must he considerable data available which will be of great
vale to thre Government Actuary in making
assessments as to the rates to be charged
In those
for mners' phithisis insurance.
cireumstances it is possible that the comnpanies may now he prepared to quote for
Third Schedule risks, provided such data 1)e
miade available to them. The rate of 41/j,
per cent. imposed by the State Insurance
0±11cc is evidently considered by the Government Actuarv adequate to meet contingencies in connection withi insurance. I take
it that the Government Actuary, a responsible oifficer, if hie had not considered that rate
was adequate, would have said so. Onl the
other hand, we have the statemnent by the
Minister that from the reserve fund which
has been compiled in connection with insurance under the Third Schedule of the
Worker.) Compensation Act £10,000 has
been handed over to the Governmient to
enable them to meet miners' pliisis. claims.
Riegarding these Third Schedule risks, T ask
this question: Is a certainty a risk? Because froin the knowledge wve have had made
available to us regarding the effects of dlust
on the lungs it is a certainty, having the
experience of South Africa anid of thiq
State. that a man is going to he allected
by dust if he remains in tite mines for any
length of time. Dr. Nelson's report efi'ectiiey diposes of all opposition to that contention. He p~oints out that while a man
who has. been five years in the -mines mainot be materially affected by dust, when it
comes to a man who ltas been 1.5 or 20
years in the mines the incidence of dust
In those circumnis ven . marked indeed.
stancs is it the intention to contend that
this i., an insurance risk?7 Would it not
rather justify the contention, raised year
after year in this House by goldfields iuetnl-
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hers, that the question of providing for
dusted men is; not altogether a question of
insurance, but rather one for the creating of
an adequate provident fund. I would say
the Government in retaining the Third
Schiedule of the Workerd* Compensation At
are committing a grave injustice, hecause
the whole question of miners' phithisis and
dust and provision for compensation is one
that is overdue for review. I understand
the Government are contemplating the bringing down of legislation to make provision
for those men, anid so I think the Bill before us inight very wvell have been delayed
until the other Bill had heen introduced, and
that thre Government would have done right
byr transferring the dusted men to the new
shmwhich would provide for dealing
with the situation ns a whole. I ant raising these points because I take it
the Minister -when, replying to the debate
will
deal
with
all
the
vrdout aspects of the Bill. There are other
diseases which arc largely attributable to
the occupation of the victims. Some of those
diseases, canl be prevented 1) the taking of
adequate precautions;.
In those circuinstances any empjloyer in whose factory such
industrial diseases occutr is rightly responsible for the compensation of the workers
concerned.
Thre whole question involves
other aspects thami that of damage to
the employee: the whole thing requires to
he approached from differffnt viewpoints.
In conclusion, I think the arguments I hanve
raised in support of the Bill, anid those I
have raised in condemnation of it, are well
worth considering. T will await with grent
interest pronouncements on the points I
have raised, and by those pronouncements
I will be largely guided in the decision I
make regarding the second readiiig.
Onl motion by Hon. Sir Charles Nathan,
debate adjourned.

BILL-STATE MANUTACTURERS
DESCRIPTION.
Reromnmital.
Onl motion by the 'Minis-ter for Country
-water Supplies, Bill recom-mitted for the
further consideration of Clauses 3, 6, UI and
13, and the insertion of a new claLLse. Ho11.
J. Cornell in the Chair, the Minister for
Country Water Supplies in charge of the
Bill.
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Clause 3-State mark of origin:-

Clause 11-Powers of inspectors;:

The
MINISTER
FOR
COUNTRY
WATER SUPPLIES: When the Bill was
under consideration in Conmuittee the other
dlay 'Mr. Harris thought this clause as
printed was not adequate, and 'Mr. Mann
suggested amendments. To meet the wishes
of both thos-e members, and to make the
Bill more workable, 1 move an -amendmentThat in line 2 of paragraph (.a) "wholly'
he inserted before "produced."1
Amendment put and passed,
The
MINISTER
FOiR
COUNTRY
WVATER SUPPLIES: I more anl amendweitThat in line 2 of paragraph (a) "whkolly''
be inserted before 'manufactured."~
Some of the component parts of att article
otherwise maniitactured in this, State may
have been imported, in which easec, of
cour-se, the article was. not wholly produced
in Western Australia.
Amendment put and piassed; the clauise, as
aniended, agreed to.
Clause fi-Ofenees:
The
MI11NISTER
FORl
COUNTRY
WVATER SUPPLPIEFS: f niove an ainendwlentThat in lines il and 2 of paragraph (a) the
words ''produced or manufactured oat of
Western Australia" be struck out, and "inot
wholly produced or wholly malnifaetwed iii
Western Australia" be inserted in lieua.
The CHAIRMANLX: The matter will be
simplified if the Minister will move to insert after "goods," in the fi-rst line of paragraph (a), the words "not wholly" and
after "or" at the end of the samne line the
word *wholly." Then the paragraph will
read, "(a) No person shall sell, offer, or
expose for sale any 'oods not wholly produced or wholly manufaetured out of WYestern Australia,' etc."2

The

MINTSTEIR

FOR

COflCTRY

WATER SUPPIIES: I will submit the
amendment in that form.
Amendment pitt and passed.
The CHAIRMAN: Paragraph
be consequentially amended.
Clause, a~z further
passed.

amended.

(b)

will

putt

and

The
MI1NISTER
FOR
COUNTRY
WATER SUPPLIES: The word,. "letters
and documents" were struck out otf paragraph. (d) when. the Bill was previously before the Committee. It is very important
that the words should remain, and unless
they are included in the clause, the duties
of inspectors will be rendered practically
useless. As a safeguard, I intend to move
a new clause, so that members need have
no fear regarding formulas. I shall read
the view of the Department on the subjetThe rlectipn of the words "'letters ad dcuiincats'' froin lines .3 nd 6 will have the effect
of rendering it mjost difficult to obtaint evidence
relating 4o the manufacturelof the articles or
goods in respect of which investigations arc)
being made. f take it that it is; intended that
the hooks aind vouchers which inspeetor-, will
be eumpowercd to cxamiaie are the books of
account and mionetary vouchers relating thereto, anld it is probable that inii any instances
these w-ould not disclose the place of origin
or the quality of the goods ;im reapedt of
whliclh a standard may have been prescribed,
and in order to enable that information to
he obtained for the purpose of safeguarding
tHie interests of the ipurchasing public, it seemus
to be essential that power to examine other
documments relating to the manufacture anld
place of origin should be retained in the Bill.
it is obvious4, therefore, that an omfeer must
have power to examine documents, or there
will be -no chance of properly administering
the Act. The absec of the words will
destroy the usefulness of the measure.
I
mnove. anl amendmnentThat in line 5 of paragraph (d'l the word
'',,nd,'' inserted at aL previous sitting, he
s;truck out and( "letterg and documents''" inserted in lieu.
lion. J. T. FRAINKLIN: After having
heard tihe department's letter read, it might
he advisable to agree to the words beingre-inserted.
Mfy object in moring at it
previou-, sitting- to strike them out was to
protect the formula of a manufacturer.. I
do not contend that inspectors are remiss in
their duties, or that they Would g-ive aWAY
secrets. hut it must be realised that these
matters have to he properly protected, and
formulas should be strictly con fidential. If
we have the assurance of the Thinister that
formulas will he protected, I shall 'offer no
objection to the re-inserftion of the words.
lHon. G. FRASER-: -Mr. Franklin need
have no fear about the safety of formula-.
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If it was intended that a formula had to be
produced, I should say that the word
"formula" -would have been included in the
paragraph. T feel cei tamn that no court
would uphold a prosecution for failure to
produce a formula, seeing that there is no
reference to it in the clause.
Hon, J. NICHOLSON : MNr. Fraser is
taking a rather brighter view of the position
than I would be inclined to take. A formula
would apply more particularly to chemicals.
Hon. Sir William Lathlain: Also to sauces,
perfumery, etc.
Hon. J. NICHOLSON: Yes. A formnla
that conies uinder the Health Act is safeguarded, but this is quite a different matter.
A manufacturer might have papers of a
more or less secret nature, and an inspeator
could demand their production. It is possible
to go too far in investing inspectors with
such powers.
The
'MINISTER
FOR
CO ULN~'RY
WATER SUPPLIES : I think that Mr.
Franklin has read Clause .5, but that "Mr.
Nicholson has not. By regulation a standard
will be set for certain articles, and when
that is established, how will an inspector
know that the articles comply with it unless
he is able to see the documents?
Ron.- J. Nicholson :. By examining- the
articles.
COUNTRY
MINISTER, FOR
The
SUPPLIES: Unless the wards
WATER
"letters and documents" are included, an
inspector would hare no power to ensure
that the quality was what was claimed for
the articles. Further, it would be quite impossible for inspectors to deal with unscrupulous traders.
The CHAIRMAN : If members read
Clause 5, I think they will conclude that the
insertion of the -word "wholly" is as essential there as in the other clause. Notice has
been given of a proposed new clause prohibiting an inspector from wrongfully disclosing any information acquired in the
exercise of his duties. Instead of taking the
form of a new clause, that provision should
be inserted to stand as Subelause 2 of
Clause 11, which deals with the powers of
inspectors.
Hon. J. Nicholson: It would be better as
a subclausc to Clause 11.
The CHAIRMAN: In the circumstances,
I suggest that progress be reported to enable the Minister to consider those matters.
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Hon. E. H. GRAY: I am surprised that
members of the Chamber of Manufactures
hare not busied themselves about this clause.
Competition with the Eastern States must
become keener in the manufacture of such
goods as biscuits, cakes and confectionery.
Experts are employed to devise new lines,
and it would be a great saving& if a comipeting- firm could obtain from an inspector
details of what rivals were doing. Knowledge of the ingredients of an article would
not he necessary to determine whether it
complied w.%ith the gr-ade. We should not
give an inspector authority to demand the
production of any recipe or formula.
Progress reported.
House adjourned ait 6.10 pm.,

Tuesday, 7th~ July, 1931.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT took the
Chair at 4.30 P.M., and read prayers.

QUESTION-CAfl2S HOUSE, BEBUILDING.
Hon. . FRASER asked the Minister for
Country Water Supplies: As the Giovernmieit have received a sum of £2,176 insumrance on Caves House, which sum has
been placed to the credit of a trust account,
and as they also have large reserves of timher at the State Saw MIills, will they roimence rebuilding the Caves, House inmediately, in order to relieve unemployment
among artisans?

